
SENSORY DETAILS (Entry #11) 

 

The key to writing with sensory details is to appeal to your readers’ five 

senses without overdoing it.  For example, you probably should not 

force your reader to imagine what it tastes like to play Quidditch.  The 

goal is not to always cover all five senses, just the ones that you can use 

to help your readers imagine themselves in a certain experience. 

 

NON-EXAMPLE: 

 

 Luna Lovegood is an odd-looking character who smells a little bit 

like last night’s supper and this morning’s Care of Magical Creatures 

lesson.  If you licked her arm, it would taste like a graham cracker.  She 

just doesn’t wash very often, so her skin feels like sandpaper.  The 

people who run from her oftentimes sound like screaming banshees. 

 

EXAMPLE: 

 

The type of character that J.K. Rowling is most gifted at creating is 

the eccentric loner who is much deeper than other characters have given 

them credit for.  You glance at dazed-yet-pensive Luna Lovegood and 

assume that she is giving the signal that a salutation or welcoming smile 

is that last thing she desires.   As she passes you the cauldron in Potions 

Class, and her rough fingertips scratch past your arm, your instincts tell 

you that she simply is not a person you find in your inner circle of 

friends.  Harry, despite all his fame and occasionally closed-minded best 

friend Ron Weasley… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Steps Today: 

1. Decide on a sub-topic that you think can be explored well with 

sensory details.  

2. List at least three senses.  Next to each one, write a descriptive 

phrase that fits with your sub-topic for today. 

3. Share your list with a partner for input (OPTIONAL). 

4. Write your entry of at least two double-spaced pages. 

5. Underline your sense words. 
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Entry #11: Eccentric Loner Characters 
Sight:     glance at dazed-yet-pensive Luna 

Hearing: hollow droning of nature facts 

Touch:   rough fingertips scratch past 

Smell:    pungent aroma of dissected worms 

 
           The type of character that J.K. Rowling is most gifted at creating is the eccentric loner 

who is much deeper than other characters have given them credit for.  You glance at dazed-

yet-pensive Luna Lovegood and assume that she is giving the signal that a salutation or 

welcoming smile is that last thing she desires.   As she passes you the cauldron in Potions 

Class, and her rough fingertips scratch past your arm, your instincts tell you that she simply is 

not a person you find in your inner circle of friends.  Harry, despite all his fame and 

occasionally closed-minded best friend Ron Weasley… 

          Rowling does not limit her unique and introverted characters to the socially outcast, 

however.  One of her most beloved characters, the hulking deep-voiced half giant Hagrid, fits 

this type of character just as Luna does.  Perhaps it is his pungent body odor or his tendency 

to destroy most objects that get in his path, but other than Harry and his friends, most 

Hogwarts students do not have a particularly positive view of this misunderstood monstrous 

man.  After all, anyone who has a deep love and compassion for all creatures great and small 

is bound to allow their odors to take ahold of their clothing.  Onlookers may refer to him as a 

dead carcass, but do they know that he stayed up all night to comfort a dying hinkypunk?  It is 

only through careful observation that Hagrid’s greatness can be understood and appreciated. 

 


